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Can we explain the diversity of galaxies?

⌾ Massive elliptical,  
    « red-and-dead »,old stars

⌾ Floculent spiral disc, 
     star forming « blue » arms⌾ Faint dwarf irregular 

     with some star formation

Credit: NASA

Galaxy: 
Large population of stars held together by gravity. 
Contains a lot of gas (the fuel for stars)  and dust (from supernovae explosions)



Differences in mass, structure, age of stars, dynamics of gas, metallicity…

⌾ Massive elliptical,  
    « red-and-dead »: old stars

⌾ Floculent spiral disc, 
     star forming « blue » arms⌾ Faint dwarf irregular 

     with some star formation

Credit: NASA

100 000 –1 billion stars
can reach  
> 1 000 billion stars

10 -100 billion stars

Can we explain the diversity of galaxies?



The diversity of dwarf galaxies

⌾ Dwarf irregular (Leo A) 
     with some star formation

⌾ Dwarf spiral (NGC 5474)⌾ Dwarf spheroidal (Sculptor)



⌾ Galaxy growth is the result of: 

1. Gas infall and accretion under gravity 
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Connecting galaxies to their environment: 
Galaxy evolution in a nutshell
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⌾ Galaxy growth is the result of: 

1. Gas infall and accretion under gravity 

2. Gas cooling leading to star formation 

Dark matter halo
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Connecting galaxies to their environment: 
Galaxy evolution in a nutshell
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⌾ Galaxy growth is the result of: 

1. Gas infall and accretion under gravity 

2. Gas cooling leading to star formation 

3. Mergers with other galaxies Optical 
HST/NASA

Connecting galaxies to their environment: 
Galaxy evolution in a nutshell
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⌾ Galaxy growth is the result of: 

1. Gas infall and accretion under gravity 

2. Gas cooling leading to star formation 

3. Mergers with other galaxies 

4. Outflows: stellar winds , black hole activity 
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⌾ Galaxy growth is the result of: 

1. Gas infall and accretion under gravity 

2. Gas cooling leading to star formation 

3. Mergers with other galaxies 

4. Outflows: stellar winds , black hole activity 

Connecting galaxies to their environment: 
Galaxy evolution in a nutshell

Radio jet 
Cen A

Galaxies are open systems. 

They interact with their environment 

 through gravity and exchanges of gas 
and radiation



Zooming out:  The « Cosmic web », the cosmic environment 
of galaxies

Cosmic gas density ( and galaxies as black dots)

Horizon-AGN simulation 
Dubois,Pichon,Welker +2014

One galaxy



Zooming out:  The « Cosmic web », the cosmic environment 
of galaxies

Gas density ( and galaxies as black dots)
Galaxies connected 
through streams of gas: 
Cosmic filaments 

 

   Horizon-AGN simulation 
Dubois,Pichon,Welker +2014

One galaxy

☞Mix of thin, smooth filaments 
and large, turbulent ones



Zooming out:  The « Cosmic web », the cosmic environment 
of galaxies

Gas density ( and galaxies as black dots)
Dense knots containing 
dozens to thousands of 
galazies: 
Cosmic Nodes 

 

   
Horizon-AGN simulation 
Dubois,Pichon,Welker +2014

Near Empty regions: 
Cosmic Voids



The Gaseous cosmic web

Gas density, Temperature, Metallicity and galaxies ◉A diversity of dynamics 
and thermodynamics 

◉ Linked to galaxy 
evolution 

 

◉ Largest, most turbulent 
filaments connect 
to galaxy clusters 

 

Horizon-AGN simulation 
Dubois,Pichon,Welker +2014



Different evolution of filaments over cosmic time

10 Gyr ago

7 Gyr ago Today



Different evolution of filaments over cosmic time

1. Do dwarf galaxies look the same in these 
different types of filaments? 

2. Can I reconstruct the history of local filaments by 
looking at their dwarf galaxies?

10 Gyr ago

7 Gyr ago Today

The Project:



The Gas cosmic web is hard to detect in observations

Thin Gas filaments detected in Ly-a emission with MUSE

Dietrich+2012Bacon+2021

z~3 
11.5 billion yrs go

What’s easier to see is galaxies

VIPERS 
spectroscopic 
survey



The project in more details



You will use new high-resolution simulations of large volumes of the 
Universe

TNG50

>20 000 dwarfs

Current simulations run down to Today’s Universe

With  
Shy Genel



You will learn methods to identify filaments in these 
simulations

You will characterize different types of filaments at 
various cosmic times: 

1. Density 

2. Temperature 

3. Laminar flows or turbulent? 

4. Size

Temperature profile 
around a large 
filament

Distance to Filament spineHorizon-AGN: Skeleton (Sousbie 2009 
+DisPerse, Sousbie 2011



You will learn about types of dwarf galaxies and how to measure 
their properties

You will assign dwarfs to filaments and measure their 
properties: 

1. Morphological type 

2. Gas content 

3. Star formation history 

4. Metallicity 
 



You will learn about types of dwarf galaxies and how to measure 
their properties

You will assign dwarfs to filaments and measure their 
properties: 

1. Morphological type 

2. Gas content 

3. Star formation history 

4. Metallicity 
 

⌾ Dwarf irregular (Leo A) 
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You will learn about types of dwarf galaxies and how to measure 
their properties

Using statistical analysis, you will answer two questions: 

1. How do properties of filaments affect the population of the 
dwarfs they host? 

2. How does the population of dwarfs in a local filament today 
relates to its population in the early Universe?  

 



Focus on dwarf galaxies



 
Dwarf galaxies are everywhere in the Local 

Universe and beyond

Messier 110

Messier 32

Andromeda



Lower density gas filaments detected in Ly-a emission with MUSE

Bacon+2021

z~3

o 70% of the luminosity does not come 
from identified Lyα emitter  

o Diffuse emission best explained by a 
large population of emitting dwarfs 
galaxies

Dwarf galaxies are the fine fabric of cosmic filaments

11.5 Gyr  ago



⌾ Dwarf spheroidal (Sculptor)

Cosmic time

⌾ Dwarf irregular (Leo A) 
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Dwarfs galaxies show very diverse properties…



Dwarfs galaxies show very diverse properties… … sensitive to 
environment

⌾ Dwarf spheroidal (Sculptor) ⌾ Dwarf irregular (Leo A) 
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Close satellite of the Milky Way ~Most isolated satellite of the Milky Way



You will study:

Hot Topics in Astrophysics 

1. The evolution of dwarf galaxies and  Near-field cosmology 
2. The formation and detection of the Cosmic Web 
3. The interplay between cosmology (large scales) and Astrophysics (galaxy evolution) 

Topics in Physics: 

1. Hydrodynamics 
2. Thermodynamics 

Transferrable Skills: 

1. Geometry and Statistics with Python 
2. Visualization methods 
3. Supercomputing using a high-performance computing cluster. 



Appendix



Near-field cosmology with dwarfs

Bacon+2021

High-redshift filament compatible with 
millions of dwarf galaxies 

The fine fabric of the cosmic web!

Local Planes of corotating satellites trace 
ancient filaments!

Madhani&Welker (student led, in prep)



The diversity of galaxies: dwarfs

⌾ Dwarf irregular (Leo A) 
     with some star formation

⌾ Dwarf spiral (NGC 5474)⌾ Dwarf spheroidal (Sculptor)



 
Filaments evolve over cosmic time

o Some merge and become 
turbulent 

o Some stretch out of existence 
 
 

New-Horizon simulation (PI:Dubois)

10 billion years ago
8 billion years ago



33

Structure of gas inflows II

☛ DM particles shell-cross but gas shocks and radiatively 
cools: 

 gas filaments significantly thinner than DM 
counterpart!

Credit: Danovich 2015.

Cold flows at z>1 
torques from misaligned halo/galaxy 

Helix like structure (Pichon 2011, Danovich 2015) 

Z=1.33 
0.35 Rvir 
Cold gas

streamlines

Inner halo 
30 kpc 
Z=2.33

Tilted ring


